Company Profile
TeamDev is an international software company that prides itself on a strong
portfolio of some 3,000 clients, including those at the top of the Fortune
International 500 list.
A technology frontrunner, TeamDev has shown leadership in the following areas:
–– Complex software for biotech and engineering organizations
–– Programmer productivity products for software developers
–– UI component-building solutions for web development
–– Java-Native Integration solutions
–– Enterprize business management solutions

Software Development Products and Services

Mission

Our Services

We see our mission in providing quality software, support, and services,
that would minimize development effort of our customers and replace
the routine with the pleasure of fast and easy application creation.

Custom Software Development
–– Web service-based applications
–– Desktop application development
–– Application development on Google Cloud Platform
–– Custom Java platform integration solutions
–– E-commerce applications
–– Website and application development using PHP and open-source
technologies (WordPress, Magento, Drupal, Yii Framework)

Our Values & Beliefs

Open to innovation by adopting new technologies, methodologies and
tools to make our products and services better.
Open to developers by cultivating flexible processes and individual
responsibility.
Open to development community by providing free open source licenses
and supporting educational and research programs.
Open to users and customers by providing precisely working software
with beautiful design.
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Retrospective

Delivering dozens of projects, from small desktop applications to
complex enterprise-level solutions, we were often plagued with
an arduous task of linking the Java platform with a variety of other
platform-dependent technologies. This was a kick-start for creation
of a line of Java-native integration libraries, including JNIWrapper,
ComfyJ, JExcel, JExplorer, JxBrowser, and JxCapture.
In 2006 we have contributed to the pool of web development tools
with our OpenFaces product, an AJAX-enabled JSF components and a
client-side validation framework.
In 2013 TeamDev released a major update to JxBrowser, a crossdesktop solution for integrating a leading web browser component
into Java applications. The library’s new version 4 was designed
to support Google Chromium, introducing completely lightweight
implementation of Browser UI component, and providing for greater
Java applications stability.
In the 2010-2014 TeamDev introduces products and services based
on Amazon and Google cloud platforms. This includes development
of an end-user-oriented product Projects, a project management
application for Google Apps.
In 2015 TeamDev expands its integration solutions to .NET, introducing
DotNetBrowser, a library for integration of Chromium-based WPF
component into .NET applications.

Nowadays

Today, throughout all the services provided we stake on flexibility in
processes and usage of the latest development tools. We believe
software development industry is among the most quickly developing
areas of modern life and being on the leading edge of technology is
crucial for the company’s success.
Through the products which we create we strive to provide our users
with greater optimization of day-to-day work, leaving each of them
more time for creative development.
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Our Products

Created with “easy does it” idea, our professional development tools
empower users to do their job with greater efficiency and make the
software development process streamlined and straightforward.

Browser Integration

JxBrowser

A lightweight Swing component for seamless integration of Chromium
browser into Java applications on Windows, Linux, and Mac OS X.

DotNetBrowser

A solution for integration of Chromium-based WPF component into .NET
apps on Windows to display web pages built with HTML5, CSS3,
JavaScript, Silverlight.

JExplorer

A library for Windows providing a convenient Java API to embed Microsoft
Internet Explorer, both as a visual or non-visual component, into
Java applications.

Business Tools

Projects

Project management application for Google Apps for individual and team
task tracking, providing clear task prioritization, easy collaboration of all
team members, an intuitive and visually clean UI, and integration with
standard Google Applications (Gmail, Groups, Drive). The tool provides task
update notifications, synchronization with the server and offline mode for
mobile clients.

Web Development

WordPress Plugins

Adding new capacities to default site features, cleaning up your code while
getting ready for SEO activities, or adding support for AMP — all done
easily with our WordPress plugins, without writing a single line of code.
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Java Native Integration

JxMaps

A Chromium-based cross-desktop Java library for implementation of
Google Maps API into Java Swing applications.

JxDocument

A cross-desktop solution that enables displaying PDF documents in
Java Swing UI. The tool allows converting PDF pages to Java images and
reading text from PDF document pages.

JExcel

A library for Windows enabling tight integration and management of
Microsoft Excel workbooks and worksheets in Java applications.

JxCapture

A cross-platform library providing a comprehensive Java API for
performing various screen capture into image and video in Java
applications on Windows and Mac OS X.

JxFileWatcher

A cross-platform library that provides convenient Java API for monitoring
file system events. It is available for Windows, Linux, and Mac OS X
platforms and supports both 32 and 64-bit versions of these OS.

ComfyJ

A bidirectional Java-COM bridge enabling seamless interaction between
the Java platform and COM technologies. ComfyJ makes it possible
to use COM/OLE/OCX/ActiveX objects from Java applications and
implement Java objects as COM objects, without writing native code.

JNIWrapper

Supporting various operating systems, it provides simplified access to
native code from Java applications without using Java Native Interface
(JNI). JNIWrapper allows developers to use extensively the capabilities of
the underlying platform, while retaining full control over program flow on
the Java side.
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Our Team

Our Customers

Doing Good

Our team is the company’s most valuable asset. We always look for
specialists with a profound technical background, responsible attitude
and creative approach, each of the skills contributing to a long-standing
success of our company. Today, our team comprises more than 100
highly skilled and motivated professionals committed to perfection in all
aspects of their work.

Our products and services have helped many developers and companies
in achieving their business goals. More than 3,000 of our customers,
ranging from individuals to multinational organizations, represent
diverse industries such as information technology, medicine and
healthcare, education, telecommunications and media, automotive
business, banking and finance, airspace and many more, including
governmental structures in Europe, USA, Canada, and Australia. We are
proud to list Google, IBM, Adobe, Motorola, Siemens, Airbus, MercedesBenz, eBay, Jive Software, Genuitec, American Express among our
customers.

We support open-source development by donating our products to
open-source communities and participating in co-development of opensource projects.
Promoting the idea of free access to commercial software for noncommercial purposes, we give away our products to educational
institutions, researchers and students worldwide.
We offer free training opportunities for talented youth who want
to participate in real-life projects and study on-site at TeamDev’s
development centre.
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Contact Us

Development Centre

Phones

TeamDev Ltd.

Kharkiv: +380 57 766-4330
Bar: +382 69 498-426

47 Nauky Avenue,
Kharkiv 61103,
Ukraine

UK Office

FAX: +1 425 943-9406
info@teamdev.com
www.teamdev.com

TeamDev Management LLP
Suite 1, The Studio,
St. Nicholas Close,
Elstree, Hertfordshire
UK

Montenegro Office
Šušanj, Bar
Montenegro
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